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Guggenheim proposed a theoretical expression for the combinatorial entropy of mixing of unequal sized
and linear and branched molecules to improve the Flory-Huggins model. Later the combinatorial activity
coefﬁcient equation, which was derived from Guggenheim's model, was applied in the UNIQUAC, UNIFAC, and COSMOSAC models. Here we derive from Guggenheim's entropy theory a new function for the
number of nearest neighbors of a compound in a multicomponent mixture for which the knowledge of
the coordination number and a reference area are not needed. This new relation requires only the mole,
volume and surface fraction of the compounds in the mixture. The beneﬁt of the new relation is that both
the combinatorial and the residual term in the aforementioned models can be made lattice-independent.
We demonstrate that the proposed relation simpliﬁes the Staverman-Guggenheim combinatorial model
and can be applied with success to the UNIQUAC and COSMOSPACE model in the description of vaporliquid phase equilibria and excess enthalpy. We also show that the new expression for the number of
nearest neighbors should replace the relative surface area and the number of surface patches in the
residual part of the UNIQUAC and the COSMOSPACE model, respectively. As a result a more rigorous
version of the UNIQUAC and the COSMOSPACE model is obtained. This could serve as a better basis for
predictive models like UNIFAC, COSMO-RS and COSMOSAC.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the 1940s Huggins [1] and Flory [2] derived an expression for
the combinatorial entropy of mixing of athermal mixtures consisting of unequally sized molecules. Guggenheim [3,4] showed
that the FH model overestimates the combinatorial entropy of
mixing, because the connectivity of sites in a molecule reduces the
number of possible conﬁgurations. Consequently, Guggenheim
derived a correction term on the Flory-Huggins (FH) model for
molecules having no internal contacts, which can be linear or
branched. Staverman [5] extended Guggenheim's entropy expression to more complicated molecules, i.e. molecules containing
rings. Both theoretical models contain, besides the mole and volume fraction, the surface fraction and require as additional
parameter the number of nearest neighbors for each compounds.
Abrams and Prausnitz [6] and Magnussen et al. [7] derived from the
Staverman-Guggenheim (SG) entropy expressions for the activity
coefﬁcient, which have been applied in the combinatorial term of
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0378-3812/© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

the UNIQUAC [6], DISQUAC [8], UNIFAC [9,10], COSMOSAC [11],
COSMOSPACE [12] and MOQUAC [13] models. In this paper we
show that from the Guggenheim entropy of mixing an alternative
expression for the combinatorial activity coefﬁcient equation can
be obtained, and thereby a new formula for the number of nearest
neighbors. With this new equation for the number of nearest
neighbors we revise the SG-corrected combinatorial activity coefﬁcient as well as the residual activity coefﬁcient of the UNIQUAC
and the COSMOSPACE models. It makes the total activity coefﬁcient,
which is deﬁned by the product of the combinatorial and the residual terms, for the UNIQUAC and COSMOSPACE model consistent.
The new expression for the combinatorial activity coefﬁcient
equation is compared to the original form used in UNIQUAC and
COSMOSPACE. In this comparison we will also consider the effect of
the molecular size and shape deﬁned by the Pauling bond lengths
and the set of van der Waals radii, deﬁned by Rowland and Taylor
[14], respectively. Subsequently, the revised UNIQUAC and COSMOSPACE models are evaluated by comparing the description of
vapor-liquid phase equilibria and excess enthalpy for alkanealcohol binary systems.
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2. Theory
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2.1. Guggenheim's entropy and the combinatorial activity
coefﬁcient

(9)

This yields [7]:
The mixing entropy DS for a binary mixture, consisting of molecules A and B, follows from Guggenheim's model [3] as
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and where xj is the mole fraction of component j. These expressions
contain the relative van der Waals volume, rj , and area, qj , which
require an ad-hoc deﬁnition of a reference volume and area. We
recommend to use the van der Waals volume and area of the
molecule, which can be calculated from molecular data as we will
demonstrate in the results section, because the reference volume
and area cancel in these equations. Further, it would be better to
use the quantity zj qj instead of qj in the expression of the area
fraction, but since it is usually assumed that the lattice coordination
number is the same for all molecules, it cancels in Eq. (4). Guggenheim introduced for the number of nearest neighbors of linear
or branched molecules the formula



zqj ¼ zrj  2 rj  1 :
z
z
r ¼ 1  qj :
2 j
2

1

(6)

Upon substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (2) Guggenheim obtained:
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To express the activity coefﬁcient of compound k in a mixture,
we subtract ﬁrst the ideal entropy of mixing to obtain the excess
entropy
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and subsequently apply the thermodynamic relation
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After applying Eq. (9) we get the alternative expression
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This new expression for the SG-correction term no longer contains the number of nearest neighbors, zqk , but the lattice coordination number times the number of sites, i.e. zrk . Since Eq. (10) and
Eq. (12) should yield the same activity coefﬁcient for compound k, it
follows
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With Eq. (5) we can reduce and rearrange the above expression
to a property Qj, which is half the number of nearest neighbors

Qk ≡

(5)

This can be rearranged into:



We recognize as ﬁrst term the Flory-Huggins contribution and
as second term the Staverman-Guggenheim correction [15,16].
Staverman [5] argued that Guggenheim's entropy equation (Eq. (7))
is not valid for more complicated molecules, such as for molecules
containing one or more rings. Vera et al. [17] demonstrated, however, that Eq. (10) is still 
obtained for bulky molecules.

 In the
z
derivation above the 1  2z rj term was replaced by the
 1  2qj
term in Eq. (2), but we can also replace the 2z qj term by rj 2z  1 þ 1.
This gives

j¼1

where fj and qj are deﬁned as the volume and area fraction of
molecule j in the mixture

fj ¼

(10)

(1)

Here Nj , rj , qj are the number, the relative volume and the
relative area of molecules j in the mixture, z is the lattice coordination number and kB Boltzmann's constant. For a multicomponent
system, where M is the number of species, and applying Stirling's
approximation, the equation of Guggenheim becomes
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k

This new relation tells us that Qk can be calculated from the
mole, area and volume fraction, and that zqk is not a free parameter
anymore, as it was considered in the original UNIQUAC model. In
Appendix A we show that Eq. (14) yields a constant, despite the fact
that it contains functions of mole fraction. It has clear similarity
with relation 5, which can be rearranged to

Qk ≡

zqk 1  rk
¼
:
2
1  qrkk

(15)

In order to apply Eq. (15) one needs either a reference area and a
lattice coordination number, or a reference volume and area in
order to calculate the relative volume rk and the relative area qk ,
respectively. In the past this factor was obtained by setting z ¼ 10
and by calculating qk using a reference area. We remark that the
reference volume Vref ¼ 25:17 Å3 was never changed after Abrams
and Prausnitz [6] introduced it. The reference area, however, has
been optimized several times in order to bring the activity models
more in agreement with experimental results. Table 1 shows
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Table 1
Values of the reference surface areas Aref proposed by various groups.
Author

Aref (Å2)

Model

Abrams and Prausnitz [6]
Wang et al. [18]
Soares [19]
Bronneberg and Pfennig [13,20]

41.56
79.53
124
3.21

UNIQUAC
COSMOSAC
COSMOSAC
MOQUAC
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i¼1

several values for the reference area for different models, in which
the SG-combinatorial correction term was implemented. In here
the lattice coordination number was always ﬁxed on the value z ¼
10, as was proposed by Abrams and Prausnitz [6].
We remark that with smaller values of the reference area, the
number of nearest neighbors of a compound increases. This has
little impact on the combinatorial term, but has large effect on the
residual activity coefﬁcient. In fact, the binary interaction parameter needs to be adjusted to lower values in order to keep the
description of the experimental phase equilibria data in agreement.

The above principle holds also for the UNIFAC model. The difference between UNIQUAC and UNIFAC is that in the latter not
molecules but molecule fragments are used as interacting entities
in the residual part. Although UNIQUAC has been applied with
success, we must not forget that the UNIQUAC model is based upon
a ﬁrst order approximation of the local concentration around a
molecule in a mixture. This approach is accurate for systems having
weak interactions, but for strongly interacting molecules the activity coefﬁcient of the solute is underestimated. In that case the
local activity instead of the local concentration of the solute should
be used. This has been done in the COSMOSPACE [12] and GEQUAC
[21] models.

2.2. Lattice independent UNIQUAC

2.3. Lattice independent COSMOSPACE

Above it has been shown that choosing a reference area and a
lattice coordination number is no longer required, and that Eq. (14)
deﬁnes the combinatorial part of the activity coefﬁcient model.
Substituting Eq. (14) into the original combinatorial activity coefﬁcient, Eq. (10), gives

For a binary system, where each molecule can have two types of
surfaces, the COSMOSPACE activity coefﬁcient is expressed as [12].
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The latter equation is referred to Vera et al. [17] as the restricted
form of the UNIQUAC equation. However, we point out that Vera
et al. [17] apply Eq. (15), while we use Eq. (14), which requires no
deﬁnition of the reference area Aref . We mention that in the limit
qk /fk , the term between the square brackets becomes unity, and
the Flory-Huggins equation is obtained. This also happens when we
set qj ¼ rj , as this gives by Eq. (15) rj ¼ qj ¼ 1, from which it follows
that qj ¼ fj . The derived equation for Qk is also directly applicable
in the residual part of the UNIQUAC model. It is noted that the residual part of the original UNIQUAC model contains an inconsistency. Instead of the frequently published equation, our analysis
leads to
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where nk is the total number of surface segments of molecule k, and
zJk is the fraction of surface type J on molecule k. The x≡ðx1 ; x2 Þ is
used to deﬁne the fractions of the two components in the mixture
and the pure state. We mention that in the original publication the
total number of surface patches is calculated by the relative area as
deﬁned in the UNIQUAC model: nk ¼ 2qk . Since we consider a fully
occupied lattice, i.e., there are no empty cells in the lattice, the total
number of surface segments on a molecule has to be equal to the
number of nearest neighbors. That is to say, we do not subdivide the
contact area into smaller patches, as is done in COSMOSAC [11],
because the patches of opposite segment sides make simultaneous
contact, thereby averaging the interaction energy of the two contacting surface segments. Therefore we consider

nk zqk
¼
≡Qk :
2
2

(21)

The variables gJ;x and gJ;k in Eq. (20) denote the activity coefﬁcient of surface type J in the mixture and the pure state, respectively. They can be calculated by

2
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This expression contains a factor Qk instead of qk , which has
been used in the original UNIQUAC model (see Appendix B). In Eq.
(17) tij denotes the Boltzmann weighting factor given by the contact energy of a lattice cell of compound i and that of compound j


DU
tij ¼ exp  ij :
RT

and

2


6 1
ln gB;x ¼ ln6
þ
4

qB;x

1
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(23)

(18)

The total activity coefﬁcient for the lattice independent UNIQUAC model can therefore be expressed as

with u ¼ 1=t2  1 reﬂecting the interaction between the two
different surface segments A and B, and where t is the Boltzmann
weighting factor of the COSMOSPACE model which is for weak
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interactions related to the interaction parameters of UNIQUAC;
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tz t21 t12 . In the limit u/0 the surface activity coefﬁcients
become unity, and the binary system becomes an ideal solution.
The surface fractions of the two components in the mixture and the
pure state are calculated by
A
x1 q1 zA
1 þ x2 q2 z2

qA;x ¼

A
B
B
x1 q1 zA
1 þ x2 q2 z2 þ x1 q1 z1 þ x2 q2 z2

;

(24)

:

(25)

and

qB;x ¼

x1 q1 zB1 þ x2 q2 zB2
A
B
B
x1 q1 zA
1 þ x2 q2 z2 þ x1 q1 z1 þ x2 q2 z2

The total activity coefﬁcient of the lattice independent COSMOSPACE model can be expressed by the sum of Eqs. (16) and (20)
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3. Results and discussion
In this section we evaluate the accuracy of the renewed
expression for half the number of neighbors, Eq. (14). For this
purpose we chose binary mixtures of n-alkanes and 1-alcohols.
Subsequently, we investigate how the UNIQUAC and COSMOSPACE
models perform using the new deﬁnition for the number of nearest
neighbors.

Fig. 1. The above illustrates the number of nearest neighbors (zqk ) of two n-alkanes
between methane and nonacosane calculated by Eq. (14) using the van der Waals
volumes and areas of Bondi [22], as has been shown in app. A2. In the bottom row the
zq of methane in a mixture of ethane (NC ¼ 2) to nonacosane (NC ¼ 29) is shown,
continuing to the top row where the zq of nonacosane in mixture of methane (NC ¼ 1)
to octacosane (NC ¼ 28) is given.

the results depicted in Fig. 1, the relation between the number of
nearest neighbors of the pure compound and the alkane number is
given by

3.1. The number of nearest neighbors of n-alkanes

zqk ¼ 4:87 þ 4:27NC :

The calculation of the number of nearest neighbors by Eq. (14)
for binary mixtures of alkanes between methane and nonacosane
has been carried out for a series of 200 mol fractions between 0.001
and 0.999. Outside this range Eq. (14) suffers from computational
inaccuracy due to the vanishing denominator, approaching zero. To
calculate the volume and surface fractions in the binary mixture we
used the van der Waals volume (VvdW ) and surface area (AvdW )
given by Bondi [22]. For n-alkanes Bondi gives the following
relations

Sayegh and Vera [17,23] proposed the following empirical
relation for the number of nearest neighbors based on an analysis of
15 classes of compounds

VvdW ¼

6:88 þ 10:23NC
;
0:6022

(27)

1:54 þ 1:35NC
;
0:06022

(28)

and

AvdW ¼

where we kept the original Bondi parameters and used the factors
0.6022 and 0.06022 to scale from molar size (cm2/nmol, and cm3/
mol) to molecular area (Å2) and volume (Å3), respectively. As can be
seen from the equidistant lines in Fig. 1, there is a clear linear
relationship between zqk and NC .
Methane, depicted at the bottom line, has a constant value for
zqk over the entire range from ethane to n-nonacosane. The same
holds for the higher alkanes. The explanation for this is given in
Appendix A. The open space in Fig. 1 represents the position of the
pure liquid, to which Eq. (14) does not apply. However, since the
values on the left and the right side of the open space are the same,
it seems logical to assign this value as zqk of the pure compound.
This is an important observation, which we will use later. Based on

zqk ¼ 0:4228VvdW þ 2ð1  lk Þ;

(29)

(30)

where lk is the number of internal contacts in a molecule and the
van der Waals volume is expressed in cm3/mol. The empirical
constant 0.4228 has the dimension mol/cm3 and is equal to the
quantity ðz  2Þ=Vref . We see that the value for the reference volume is dependent on the value of z. E.g. if z ¼ 10, then the reference
volume is 18.92 cm3/mol or 31.4 
A3 =molecule, which gives Aref
2

¼ 48.2 A =molecule, which is 20% higher than applied in the original UNIQUAC model (see Table 1). For n-alkanes, where lk ¼ 0, and
using the van der Waals volumes deﬁned by the van der Waals radii
of Bondi, Eq. (30) becomes

zqk ¼ 4:91 þ 4:33NC :

(31)

This relation is close to Eq. (29). Although the van der Waals
radii as proposed by Bondi are often used in the calculation of
molecule dimensions, they are still matter of debate. We refer to the
review article of Batsanov [24], in which it is argued that the van
der Waals radii of Rowland and Taylor [14] should be considered as
more reliable, because a much larger experimental XRD-data set
has been used. The van der Waals radii of Rowland and Taylor for
hydrogen, carbon and oxygen are RH ¼ 1:09 Å, RC ¼ 1:75 Å, and
RO ¼ 1:56 Å, respectively. With these values and the Pauling bond
lengths [25] the van der Waals volume and surface area can be
calculated. Subsequently, using the same procedure as before, the
number of nearest neighbors is obtained

14
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zqk ¼ 4:37 þ 3:55NC :

(32)

For comparison we recall that in the original UNIQUAC model
the number of nearest neighbors is calculated by

zqk ¼ z

AvdW AvdW
;
¼
Aref
4:15

(33)

where z is set to 10, Aref ¼ 41:5 Å2 and AvdW is calculated with the
Bondi set of van der Waals radii (i.e. Eq. (28)). Fig. 2 shows a
comparison of the aforementioned equations for zqk of n-alkanes.
We see that the set of van der Waals radii of Rowland and Taylor,
i.e. Eq. (32), gives the lowest values for zqk, while Eq. (33) gives
signiﬁcantly higher values, which might lead to systematic deviations in the UNIQUAC model.
3.2. The number of nearest neighbors of 1-alcohols
Another class of linear molecules are the 1-alcohols. The
required van der Waals radii of Bondi [22] and those of Rowland are
(in Å): RH ¼ 1:20, RC ¼ 1:70 and RO ¼ 1:52, and RH ¼ 1:09,
RC ¼ 1:75 and RO ¼ 1:56, respectively. Using the same method as
described in the section on n-alkanes, this leads to for the Bondi
parameter set of van der Waals radii. The set of van der Waals radii
of Rowland and Taylor yields

zqk ¼ 6:24 þ 3:78NC

(34)

zqk ¼ 6:14 þ 3:39NC

(35)

Results of the various equations for zqk of the 1-alcohols are
depicted in Fig. 3.
Like in the case of the n-alkanes, Eq. (14) gives for the alcohol
mixtures lower values for the number of nearest neighbors than
those calculated by the original UNIQUAC formula. Comparing
Fig. 2 with Fig. 3 it follows that the relation based on the van der
Waals radii of Rowland and Taylor are more in line with the
expectation that the alcohols have more nearest neighbors than the
alkanes with the same carbon number, as long as NC < 11. This

Fig. 2. The number of nearest neighbors (zqk ) of n-alkanes calculated by Eq. (32) (solid
line), Eq. (29) (dashed-dotted), Eq. (30) (dotted line) and Eq. (33) (dashed line).

Fig. 3. The number of nearest neighbors (zqk ) of 1-alcohols calculated by Eq. (35)
(solid line), Eq. (34) (dashed-dotted line), Eq. (30) (dotted line) and Eq. (33) (dashed
line).

suggests that further optimization of the van der Waals radii is still
needed. In fact, we expect that the slope of the number of nearest
neighbors as function of the carbon number of the alcohols should
be the same as that of the alkanes, because in both cases this only
depend on the number of the CH2 groups. Batsanov [24] indicated
that the concept of spherical atoms in a molecule probably needs to
be adjusted to ellipsoids, because the radius in the bond direction is
smaller that the one perpendicular to it, which might also be
important in a further reﬁnement.

3.3. The number of nearest neighbors of mixtures of n-alkanes and
1-alcohols
While zqk of an alkane is independent of the other alkanes in the
mixture, it becomes NC dependent when an 1-alcohol is added.
Fig. 4 shows the case of n-hexane dissolved in an n-alkane and
in a 1-alcohol. Although the number of nearest neighbors for nhexane in a 1-alcohol does not vary with concentration, we observe
that it becomes 1-alcohol dependent over a small range of
NC -values. When the carbon number of the alcohol is low, the
number of nearest neighbors of n-hexane is slightly below the
value of that in an alkane. In the case of Bondi's set of van der Waals
radii it even gives negative values when the difference in carbon
number becomes smaller, which is unphysical. This artefact is
caused by small errors in the calculation of the van der Waals
volume and area, which is magniﬁed by the denumerator of Eq.
(14). This artefact would also occur in the original UNIQUAC
method, if the developers had use the right part of Eq. (15), instead
of the applied zq=2, for which an ad-hoc value of the coordination
number (z ¼ 10) and the reference area (aref ¼ 41:56 
A2 ) had to be
deﬁned. Above the carbon number of hexane the number of nearest
neighbors approaches the pure component value. This makes
sense, because the alcohol starts to increasingly resemble an
alkane. The presence of an apparent singularity around molecules
of equal size, however, demonstrates that the choice for a value of
the number nearest neighbors is still a critical issue. In order to
make the new expression for the UNIQUAC model applicable for all
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Fig. 4. Results for Qk of hexane dissolved in alkanes (green dots/diamonds) and alcohols (blue squares/triangles) with Eq. (14) using Rowland's set (solid curves) or
Bondi's set (dashed curves) of van der Waals radii. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

types of solvent mixtures, we take the value obtained from the
calculation of the compound in a mixture of molecules of its own
class. This is equivalent to the number of nearest neighbors of the
compound in its pure state. This choice implies that the coordination of other molecules in the ﬁrst shell around a central molecule
is set equal to that of the pure state.
3.4. The Staverman-Guggenheim correction term
We will now compare the combinatorial activity coefﬁcient
using the different expressions for the number of nearest neighbors
and apply these to the binary system hexane - hexadecane.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the combinatorial activity
coefﬁcient of the different models and parameter sets for the binary
system of n-hexane (1) and n-hexadecane (2). The activity coefﬁcients of the Flory Huggins model, for which we used the original UNIQUAC parameters r1 ¼ 4:5 and r2 ¼ 11:25, are plotted as
dashed curves, which end at the limiting activity coefﬁcient values
of gcomb;∞
¼ 0:729 and gcomb;∞
¼ 0:558. The different Staverman1
2
Guggenheim models give curves which nearly coincide. The original UNIQUAC model, where z ¼ 10, q1 ¼ 3:86 and q2 ¼ 9:26, gives
curves that end at gcomb;∞
¼ 0:7404 and gcomb;∞
¼ 0:5798. The
1
2
reﬁned Staverman-Guggenheim model, i.e. Eq. (16) with Qk deﬁned
by Eq. (14), gives using the van der Waals molecular volume and
area based on the radii set of Bondi: gcomb;∞
¼ 0:7380 and
1
gcomb;∞
¼ 0:5752, while the set of Rowland and Taylor gives:
2
gcomb;∞
¼ 0:7404 and gcomb;∞
¼ 0:5798. These values demonstrate
1
2
that the difference between the original and the reﬁned UNIQUAC
models is negligibly small; less than 0.1%. This observation shows
that the new equation for the number of nearest neighbors (Eq.
(14)) gives nearly the same result as the equation used in the
original UNIQUAC equation (Eq. (5)) for which a reference surface
area had to be deﬁned. Our approach demonstrates that the lattice
model of UNIQUAC can be transformed into a ﬂuid model without
the deﬁnition of a reference area. This transformation is also
observed in the Flory-Huggins model. Initially the number of lattice
cells for each molecule was deﬁned, but in the end the activity
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Fig. 5. Combinatorial activity coefﬁcient gcomb of the binary n-hexane and n-hexadecane. Flory-Huggins model (small dashed curve, gcomb;∞
¼ 0.729). The curves of the
1
original UNIQUAC and the reﬁned Staverman-Guggenheim models based on Bondi's
and Rowland's set of van der Waals radii nearly coincide.

coefﬁcient equation contains only mole and volume fractions, for
which this deﬁnition is not needed. Likewise, the StavermanGuggenheim correction requires the deﬁnition of the number of
sites of each molecular surface, i.e. zq, but this is later replaced with
Eq. (14), and the activity becomes a function of mole, volume and
surface fractions only. In other words, in both cases the concept of a
lattice has served as a vehicle to reveal the dependency between
activity coefﬁcient and concentrations.

3.5. Activity coefﬁcient models
3.5.1. UNIQUAC
In the theoretical section of this work (see Appendix B) we show
that the residual part of the original UNIQUAC model contains an
error. The correct derivation delivers a residual activity coefﬁcient
equation with Qk and not qk as molecular dependent variable.
Fig. 6 depicts several experimental isothermal vapor-liquid
equilibria data and the UNIQUAC descriptions in three different
ways: the original UNIQUAC model (dashed curves), and the lattice
independent UNIQUAC model as given in Eq. (19) using Eq. (14). The
optimized UNIQUAC interaction parameters Table 2.
The key quantity Qk is calculated by the volume and the surface
area fractions deﬁned by the molecular volumes and areas from
Bondi's (solid curves) and Rowland's (dashed-dotted curves) set of
van der Waals radii. We observe in Fig. 6 that the three different
forms of the UNIQUAC model give equivalent descriptions of the
vapor-liquid equilibria. The new equation somewhat overpredicts
the pressure in the case of ethanol, and gives lower pressures in the
case of pentanol. These deviations are not caused by the new
expression, but by the combination of parameters and the ﬁrst
order approximation of the local concentration. This is more clear
in the description of the binary n-hexane and ethanol, where all
three models yield a heterogeneous azeotrope, while the experimental data show a homogeneous azeotrope. The exaggeration in
pressure exists for all UNIQUAC models, but is more present in case
of the lattice independent versions. The left plot of Fig. 7 shows that
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Fig. 6. Experimental data and UNIQUAC description of binaries between n-hexane(1) and alcohol(2). From left to right, and from top to bottom respectively: methanol (25  C, from
Ref. [26]), ethanol(40  C, from Ref. [27]), propanol(50  C, from Ref. [28]) and pentanol(40  C, from Ref. [29]). Dashed curves (Original UNIQUAC model), solid and dashed-dotted
curve (Eq. (19)) with Qk based on Bondi's and Rowland's set of van der Waals radii, respectively.

Table 2
UNIQUAC binary interaction parameters for n-hexane and a 1-alcohol using number
of nearest neighbors of the pure compound as given in Figs. 2 and 3.
1-Alcohol (T  C)



Methanol (25 C)
Ethanol (45  C)
Propanol (50  C)
Pentanol (30  C)

Original

Bondi

Rowland

t12

t21

t12

t21

t12

t21

0.129
0.161
0.395
0.370

1.017
1.289
1.898
1.293

0.237
0.282
0.432
0.528

1.733
1.785
1.568
1.477

0.165
0.261
0.397
0.431

1.814
1.787
1.578
1.601

Table 3
Mean UNIQUAC interaction parametert298, and interaction energy, DE, values for the
binary pair n-hexane - alcohol at 298.15 K. UQ denotes original UNIQUAC model,
Bondi and Rowl. the lattice independent UNIQUAC model with Bondi's and Rowland's basis set of van der Waals radii.
2nd Compound

Methanol
Ethanol
1-Propanol
1-Pentanol

t298

DE298 (kJ/mol)

UQ

Bondi

Rowl.

UQ

Bondi

Rowl.

0.362
0.456
0.584
0.687

0.641
0.710
0.810
0.881

0.547
0.683
0.776
0.828

2.52
1.91
1.33
0.93

1.10
0.85
0.52
0.31

1.50
0.95
0.63
0.47

the lattice independent UNIQUAC models yield higher activity coefﬁcients than the original UNIQUAC model; for hexane at mole
fractions between 0.1 and 0.5 and for ethanol at mole fractions
between 0.7 and 0.9. This difference between the two types of
UNIQUAC models is caused by the small qk in the original UNIQUAC
model versus the applied correct factor Qk in the lattice independent models; qEthanol ¼ 1:97, qHexane ¼ 3:86, and Rowland's data
give QEthanol ¼ 6:48 and QHexane ¼ 12:85.
The interaction parameters for the original UNIQUAC model are
the smallest in value, followed by those of the lattice independent
model based on Rowland's and Bondi's basis set of van der Waals
radii. This is in line with the fact that the original UNIQUAC model
uses the smallest value for the relative area, while in the reﬁned
models the van der Waals radii of Bondi give a larger molecular
surface area than those of Rowland.
3.5.2. COSMOSPACE
In the article on the COSMOSPACE model [12] it was already
made clear that poor results are obtained when the molecular
surface of each compound is considered to be made of one type of
surface. This so-called homogeneous surface approach fails,
because in reality each interacting molecule, even an alkane, consists of at least two different types of surfaces. Therefore the most
comprehensive form of the COSMOSPACE model is the so-called
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Fig. 7. Activity coefﬁcient of hexane-ethanol. Experimental data (symbols) [27]. Left plot: original Uniquac model (dashed curves), new UNIQUAC models with Bondi's (solid curves)
and Rowland's (dashed dotted curves) set of van der Waals radii. Right plot: original COSMOSPACE model (solid curves), new COSMOSPACE models with Bondi's (dashed curves) and
Rowland's (dashed dotted curves) set of van der Waals radii. To compare the parameters of the different UNIQUAC models, it is convenient to take the mean interaction parameter
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(i.e. t298 ¼ t12 t21 ) at 25  C. Table 3 shows that with increasing alkane number of the alcohol the binary system becomes more ideal; the mean interaction parameter shifts to
unity and the interaction energy, calculated by lnðt298 Þ, goes to zero.

non-homogeneous double-binary set-up. We note that more surface types of interaction can be taken into account, but this requires
more computation [12]. For this work, however, we can show that
the non-homogeneous double-binary set-up is sufﬁcient to
demonstrate that Eq. (14) provides an accurate description for a
series of vapor-liquid equilibria of hexane and an alcohol. For the
description of the isothermal experimental vapor-liquid equilibria
we have used two parameters: the number of nearest neighbors of
the hydroxyl group (nOH ) in the alcohol and the alkyl-hydroxyl
interaction parameter (t298 ) at the reference temperature of
298.15 K. An Arrhenius equation is used to deﬁne the interaction
parameter t at other temperatures

DE298

lnðtÞ ¼ 

RT

¼

298:15
lnðt298 Þ;
T

(36)

where DE298 is the interaction energy between the alkyl and the
hydroxyl surfaces at 298.15 K. Simultaneous optimization of the
isothermal vapor-liquid equilibria yields to a set of parameter
values listed in Table 4.
Fig. 8 shows that the COSMOSPACE model gives an excellent
description of the phase equilibria data. The two lattice independent COSMOSPACE models show hardly any difference between the
results obtained with the van der Waals radii of Bondi and Rowland; the curves almost coincide. Statistical information in the form
of the average absolute deviation indicates that Bondi's set of van
der Waals radii gives slightly better results than Rowland's set (See
Table 5).
In comparison to the UNIQUAC approach the COSMOSPACE
model clearly gives a better quantitative description of the

Table 4
COSMOSPACE parameters for alkane-1-alcohol systems derived from ﬁtting VLE
data (Table 5).
COSMOSPACE Model

Original

New

New

Parameter

Bondi

Bondi

Rowland

QOH ð  Þ
nOH ð  Þ
t298 ð  Þ
DE298 ðkJ=molÞ
nOH DE298 ðkJ=molÞ

e
2.29
0.0979
5.76
13.4

1.18
2.35
0.0409
7.92
18.6

1.25
2.50
0.0471
7.58
18.9

experimental vapor-liquid phase equilibria, especially the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous azeotrope is captured
well. This is caused by the better activity coefﬁcient description in
the mid concentration range as can be observed by comparing the
two plots in Fig. 7. The description of the experimental data is best
performed by the lattice independent COSMOSPACE model with
Bondi's set of van der Waals radii. With the number of contacts
associated with hydrogen bonding, nOH ¼ 2QOH , the change in pair
interaction energy is calculated. The obtained values of 13.4, 18.6
and 18.9 kJ/mol indicate that the lattice independent model is
closer to the energy of hydrogen bonding of alcohols (20 kJ/mol for
methanol/ethanol [33]) than the original COSMOSPACE model.
In Fig. 9 we depict the prediction of the excess enthalpy of the
binary systems n-hexane - ethanol at 40  C (27) and n-nonane ethanol at 25  C [34], for which the parameters are taken from the
vapor-liquid equilibria optimization. The prediction is qualitively
very good with respect to the location of the maximum.
The average absolute deviation of the predicted excess enthalpy
is about 15% (see Table 6). This deviation is understandable from
the fact that the induced dipole interaction between the alkyl parts
of the alkane and the alkanol has not been taken into account in the
calculations. It is expected that the inclusion of a dispersion term, as
has been done in the DISQUAC [8,36], will improve the prediction of
the excess enthalpy.
Fig. 10 shows the fraction of the number of nearest neighbors,
zOH , that acts as hydroxyl surface according to the optimization of
the COSMOSPACE parameter nOH and the total number of nearest
neighbors nk given by Eq. (34) (dashed curve) and Eq. (35) (solid
curve). For comparison also the ratio in the van der Waals surface
area of the eOH group and the total molecule are plotted. The van
der Waals surface areas of the hydroxyl group are 24.3 Å2 and
23.7 Å2, for the Bondi and Rowland sets of van der Waals radii,
respectively. The total van der Waals surface areas of the 1-alcohols
are given by the linear relations for the Bondi and Rowland set of
van der Waals radii, respectively.

AvdW ¼ 37:03 þ 22:41NC ;

(37)

and

AvdW ¼ 36:37 þ 20:09NC ;

(38)
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Fig. 8. Experimental data (symbols) and COSMOSPACE description (curves) of vapor-liquid equilibria between alkane(1) and alcohol(2). From left to right and from top to bottom:
hexane-methanol [26], hexane-ethanol [27], heptane-ethanol and nonane-ethanol [30]),hexane-propanol [28], and hexane-1-hexanol [31]. Solid curves represent the original
COSMOSPACE model, the dashed and dashed-dotted curves are the lattice independent COSMOSPACE model based on Bondi's and Rowland's set of van der Waals radii, respectively.

We observe that the COSMOSPACE model gives lower values for
the fraction of hydrogen bonding area, than is predicted by the ratio
of van der Waals surface areas. This is logical because only a part of
the hydroxyl van der Waals surface area is involved in hydrogen
bond breaking. The original model overpredicts the surface area
involved in hydrogen bonding, as a result of incorrect use of the qk
parameter, instead of Qk . This also explains why the incrementation
of the hydroxyl group in the UNIFAC method failed for methanol,
which would consist of one methylene group and one hydroxyl
group. In UNIFAC the surface area of the strongly interacting part of
the hydroxyl group was set equal to the van der Waals surface of the
hydroxyl group. Extrapolation towards methanol would make it a

strongly hydrophilic compound. Therefore methanol was deﬁned
as a new UNIFAC group.
4. Concluding remarks
We have shown that two expressions for the combinatorial activity coefﬁcient can be derived from Guggenheim's model for the
entropy of mixing of linear molecules. These expressions yield a
unique expression for the number of nearest neighbors of a molecule in a multicomponent mixture. This formula is a function of
mole, volume and area fractions only, and makes a choice for the
value for the lattice coordination number and the reference surface

Table 5
Average absolute deviation in pressure: 100  1  Pcalc =Pexp of the various COSMOSPACE (CS) models. NPS ¼ number of mixture data points in regression. Pure data points are
used to scale pressure.
Binary VLE

T

Alkane-Alcohol



NPS

CS(Original)

CS(New)

CS(New)

C

e

Bondi

Bondi

Rowland

lit.

Hexane-Methanol
Hexane-Ethanol
Heptane-Ethanol
Nonane-Ethanol
Hexane-1-Propanol
Hexane-1-Butanol
Hexane-1-Pentanol
Hexane-1-Hexanol
Average

25
40
30
25
50
60
40
30

4
38
50
25
20
24
13
21

18.7
2.9
6.4
3.8
3.2
0.8
0.9
7.2
4.3

3.5
1.2
3.3
0.9
1.4
1.5
1.7
4.1
2.1

5.1
2.4
4.1
1.6
2.3
2.4
2.2
5.4
3.1

[26]
[27]
[32]
[32]
[28]
[30]
[29]
[31]
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Fig. 9. Predicted excess enthalpy of alkane-ethanol binaries with parameters from Table 4. Symbols represent experimental data. From top to bottom: hexane-ethanol [27],
heptane-ethanol [35], and nonane-ethanol [34]. The solid curves represent the original COSMOSPACE model, the dashed and dashed dotted curves the lattice independent
COSMOSPACE model based on Bondi's and Rowland's set of van der Waals radii, respectively.

superﬂuous. In other words, in combination with the (revised) residual term as obtained for the COSMOSPACE model, it makes the
total activity coefﬁcient model lattice independent. We expect that
the new formula also works for more complicated molecules, but
this still needs to be veriﬁed. We have demonstrated that the new
expression for the number of nearest neighbors leads to lattice
independent versions of the UNIQUAC and COSMOSPACE models.
In order to put the various models in perspective, Table 7 shows a
comparison indicating the lattice (in)dependency of the combinatorial and residual activity coefﬁcients. In this table we use the label
s-proﬁles, by which we indicate the whole procedure starting with
QM-calculations, the averaging of surface charge densities of molecules and the collection of surface area into histograms. Hence, the
three-dimensional lattice information vanishes in these conversions prior to the calculation of the surface and residual activity
coefﬁcients.
For the UNIQUAC model we ﬁrst had to remove an inconsistency
from the residual term of the UNIQUAC model in order to show this
possibility. The original and the lattice independent version of
UNIQUAC describe the investigated vapor-liquid phase equilibria
with the same quality and accuracy as before. A much better
description of these phase equilibria is obtained with the lattice
independent version of the COSMOSPACE model. For 1-alcohols
mixed with n-hexane at moderate temperatures it captures the

transition from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous azeotrope
when changing from methanol to ethanol. The number of parameters is substantially lower than those for the original and the lattice independent version of the UNIQUAC model. Especially for
strongly interacting systems the lattice independent COSMOSPACE
model is recommended above the UNIQUAC model.
The new formula gives a constant value for the number of
nearest neighbors of a compound dissolved in a mixture composed
of molecules of the same class. This value stays constant over the
entire concentration range, except at limiting concentrations,
where computational accuracy plays a role. Because the value of the
number of nearest neighbors of a compound is independent from
the other molecules of the same class in the mixture, one can assign
this value as the number of nearest neighbors of the pure compound. This has shown to be a useful choice, because sometimes
unphysical values are obtained. This happens when one of the
compounds has nearly equal length as the compound of interest.
Although this deviation is not signiﬁcant for the combinatorial
term, because the SG-term suppresses this by the fk =qk term, it is
not acceptable for the residual term. For the time being the proposed procedure for deﬁning the number of nearest neighbors
works well as shown by the results in this work. It is hypothesized
that the strong deviation is a result of Guggenheim's entropy
model, where a single lattice coordination number was used. It
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Table 6
ex =H ex of the various
Absolute average deviation in excess enthalpy: 100  1  Hcalc
exp
COSMOSPACE (CS) models.

seems that the Guggenheim model can be improved by introducing
a molecule dependent lattice number, which is invariant for concentration, and to deﬁne the area fraction, qk , by zk qk instead of qk .

Binary Hex

T

NPS

CS(Original)

CS(New)

CS(New)

Alkane - Alcohol



C

e

Bondi

Bondi

Rowland

lit.

Appendix A. Analysis of the number of nearest neighbors

Hexane - Ethanol
Heptane - Ethanol
Nonane - Ethanol
Average

40
30
25

21
26
26

15
14
14
14

9
14
21
15

9
15
22
15

[27]
[35]
[34]

In this appendix we demonstrate the usefulness of Eq. (14) by
applying it to particular geometric cases.
Appendix A.1. Chains of repeating units in a lattice
Lattices are in theory made out of space-ﬁlling structures.
Table A.8 summarizes the volume and area of some space-ﬁlling
structures as function of the number of units (N) in the chain
structure. We also included the case of a chain of touching
spheres.
Table A.8
Volume and surface area of a chain of structures.
Repeating unit

Volume

Area

Tetrahedron

N p6ﬃﬃﬃL3

ðN þ 1Þ

Cube
Dodecahedron
Touching spheres

2
NL3

N 15þ7
4
N p6D3

pﬃﬃﬃ
5L3

ð2N þ

pﬃﬃﬃ
3 2
2 L
1Þ2L2

ð5N þ 1Þ 36

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
25 þ 10 5L2

N pD2

In these expressions L is the length of a side of the regular
polyhedron, and D the sphere diameter. The mole, area and volume
fractions of mixtures of chains of one type of structure have the
general forms

xj ¼
Fig. 10. Fraction of hydroxyl surface to total surface area as function of alkane number.
From bottom to top: Lattice-free COSMOSPACE model based on Bondi's (dashed curve)
and Rowland's (dashed-dotted curve) set of van der Waals radii, geometric model
using on Bondi's (long dashed curve) and Rowland's (dashed-double dotted curve) set
of van der Waals radii, and original COSMOSPACE mocel (solid curve).

Combinatorial term
and parameters

Residual term and
parameters

Lattice
model?a

UNIQUAC

FH-SGb, Q ¼ zq=2

1st order solution
of QCTc,
Q ¼q
Self-consistent solution
of QCT
¼ CS-solutiond,
Q ¼ n ¼ 2q
CS-solutione,
Q ¼ n ¼ ACOSMO =aeff
and s-proﬁles
a
¼ 7:1
A2

C: Yes

COSMOSPACE

UNIQUAC parameters

R: Yes
C: Yes

qj ¼

C: Yesf
R: No

COSMOSAC

FH-SG, Q ¼ zq=2
z ¼ 10, Aref ,Vref h

CS-solutione,
Q ¼ n ¼ ACOSMO =aeff
and s-proﬁles
¼ 7:5
A2
a

C: Yes
R: No

FH-SG

revised UNIQUAC residual:
Q ¼ ð1  f=xÞ=ð1  f=qÞ

C: No
R: No

eff

eff

Q ¼

ð1f=xÞ
ð1f=qÞ

no parameters

(A.2)

and

fj ¼

Nj2
M
P
j¼1

Generic model with
FH and SG factors

This paper

sNj2 þ Nj
;
M 
P
sNj2 þ Nj

;

(A.3)

Nj2

R: No

COSMO-RS

l0 , l1 ,l2 g

(A.1)

j¼1

Model

z ¼ 10, Aref ,Vref
FH-SG, Q ¼ zq=2

;

Nj

j¼1

Table 7
Comparison of the various models.

g

Nj
M
P

revised CS residual
n ¼ ð1  f=xÞ=ð1  f=qÞ

a C ¼ Combinatorial term, R ¼ Residual term. b FH-SG ¼ Flory-Huggins with
Staverman-Guggenheim correction. c QCT ¼ Guggenheim's Quasi-Chemical Theory.
d Homogeneous and non-homogeneous double binary solution. e General CS-solution.
f Contains FH-SG terms, therefore debatable. g Parameters for the combinatorial term
in COSMOTherm C1.2. h Reference area as given in Table 1, Vref ¼ 25:17
A.

where the parameter s, which denotes the quadratic contribution of
the surface area, is 1, 2, and 5 for respectively, a tetrahedron, a cube,
and a dodecahedron. Substitution of A.1, A.2, A.3 into Eq. (14) gives
for Q

Q ðNk Þ ¼ 1 þ sNk ;

(A.4)

which is concentration-independent. Eq. (A.4) proofs that for the
calculation of the combinatorial activity coefﬁcient of a mixture of
space-ﬁlling chains, of which the beads are made of tetrahedra,
cubes, or dodecahedra only, the Staverman-Guggenheim correction
term is needed. For a mixture of chains of touching hard-spheres,
the situation is different, as in this case the ratio of volume and
surface fraction is always unity; ðqj =fj ¼ 1Þ. This implies that in Eq.
(10) the Staverman-Guggenheim correction term becomes zero,
and that only the Flory-Huggins term survives.
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Appendix A.2. Linear and branched molecules
Eq. (14) was derived by using the connectivity relation of linear
and branched structures. Here we show how Eq. (14) leads to expressions for the number of nearest neighbors as function of the
number of repeating units. We start with a general formula for the
volume and the area of a molecule containing Nk repeating groups
and an end group.

Vk ðNk Þ ¼ V0 ð1 þ aNk Þ;

(A.5)

Ak ðNk Þ ¼ A0 ð1 þ bNk Þ:

(A.6)

The constants, A0 and V0 deﬁne the size of the end group, while

a and b deﬁne the ratio of the volumes of a repeating group and the
chain end group. Substitution into the equations for the volume and
area fraction yield for mixtures that consists of molecules of one
class

fk ¼

xk ð1 þ aNk Þ
;
M


P
xj 1 þ aNj

(A.7)

j¼1

qk ¼

xk ð1 þ bNk Þ
:
M


P
xj 1 þ bNj

(A.8)

j¼1

As a result we obtain
ð1þaNk Þ

Qk ¼

1

 fxkk
fk

1q

1P
M
¼

xj ð1þaNj Þ

j¼1

¼

ð1þaNk Þ

M
P

k

1

a
ab

ð1 þ bNk Þ:

(A.9)

ð1þbNk Þ

j¼1

ð

xj 1þbNj

This is equation (29) in this work. The above demonstrates that
for a group of linear molecules there is a linear relation between the
number of repeating groups Nk and the number of nearest neighbors Qk , which can be derived without the deﬁnition of lattice coordination number, a reference area and volume.

Appendix B. Corrected residual activity coefﬁcient of the
UNIQUAC model
The original UNIQUAC model contains some inconsistencies. In
order to understand this we need to go back to the concept of
Wilson [37], who stated that molecules in a ﬂuid are not distributed
randomly, but tend to cluster more around molecules for which
they have a higher afﬁnity. This leads to the concept of local
composition. Within this concept the ﬁrst shell around a central
molecule has a different composition than the average concentration of the bulk. The local mole fractions of compounds 1 and 2
around molecule 1 and those around molecule 2 are deﬁned by the
quantities x11 , x21 , x12 and x22 , respectively. A general expression
for the local mole fractions xij follows from the situation where
molecules are distributed randomly. This is certainly the case when
the temperature is very high. We denote the temperature of the
random case by Tra. In the random conﬁguration all molecules are
interacting with same, ”random” interaction energy Ura. When we
move molecule j from the random system to a system where it has a
local conﬁguration and interacts with central molecule i and energy
Uji , the ratio of the 2 mol fractions can be quantiﬁed by the energy
difference as


 
Uji
Ura

:
xji ¼ xj exp 
RT RTra

(B.1)

Subsequently, the ratio of local mole fraction of molecules 1 and
2 around central molecule 1 can be deﬁned as

xj ð1þaNk Þ

j¼1
M
P

21

Þ

This result explains why Sayegh and Vera [17,23] found a linear
relation between the van der Waals volume of molecules and the
number of nearest neighbors.
As example we evaluate the binary propane - tetradecane the
calculation of the number of nearest neighbors using Eq. (14). According to Bondi's table [22] propane has VvdW ¼ 37:57 cm3/mol
and AvdW ¼ 5:59 cm2/nmol, and tetradecane VvdW ¼ 150:10 cm3/
mol and AvdW ¼ 20:44 cm2/nmol. With these values we can
calculate the volume and surface area fractions, and subsequently
the number of nearest neighbors for each alkane by applying Eq.
(14). The step-by-step results are given in Table A.9.

i
 h
U21
Ura


x21 x2 exp  RT  RTra
x
U  U11
i ¼ 2 exp  21
 h
:
¼
x11 x exp  U11  Ura
x1
RT
1
RT
RTra

(B.2)

While Wilson implicitly assumed that all molecules have the
same size, Abrams and Prausnitz [6] later took into account that the
molecules are different in size and they used surface fractions
instead of mole fractions. Hence the excess energy of mixing two
pure compounds was deﬁned as

UE ¼

z
½N q Q ðU  U11 Þ þ N2 q2 Q21 ðU12  U22 Þ;
2 1 1 21 21

(B.3)

where qji is the local surface fraction of compound j around central

Table A.9
Step-by-step calculation of the number of nearest neighbors of propane(1) and tetradecane(2) using Eq. (14)
x1

f1

q1

f1 =x1

f1 =q1

f2 =x2

f2 =q2

Q1

Q2

zq1

zq2

0.50
0.75

0.200192
0.077008

0.214752
0.083545

0.4004
0.3080

0.9322
0.9218

1.600
1.231

1.019
1.231

8.844
8.844

32.34
32.34

17.69
17.69

64.68
64.68

The results of the other linear alkanes are shown in Fig. 1 of this
work. Already with the two values from the above example we can
write for the n-alkanes

zqk ¼ 64:68 þ

64:68  17:69
ðNC  14Þ ¼ 4:87 þ 4:27NC
14  3
(A.10)

molecule i in the mixture. We note that the factor zqj, i.e. the
number of nearest neighbors, indicates that the quantity Uij is the
interaction energy between one side of compound i and one side of
compound j. Further we observe that the lattice coordination
number is identical for all types of molecules; z1 ¼ z2 ¼ z, which is
set to 10 in the original UNIQUAC model. However, this approximation made by the developers of UNIQUAC is not neccesary for the

22
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residual part, as we will demonstrate below. In fact the approximation z ¼ 10 made for the original UNIQUAC, is one of the root
causes for systematic deviation in systems where molecules have a
lower or higher coordination number. However, the approximation
of z ¼ 10 is not necessary, as we will demonstrate below. Let us ﬁrst
recall the quantity that denotes half the number of nearest neighbors of molecule j. This is identical to Eq. (14), but now we also
include the possibility that the lattice coordination number is
different for each compound

Qj ¼

zj qj
:
2

h

Q21 ¼

q2 exp TT21

i

h

q1 þ q2 exp TT21

i;

(B.12)

i:

(B.13)

and

h

Q12 ¼

q1 exp TT12

i

h

q2 þ q1 exp TT12

(B.4)

Substitution of Eqs. (B.7, B.12 and B.13) into Eq. (B.5) yields

We mention that summation of this quantity equals to the total
number of interacting pairs. With Eqs. (B.4) and (B.3) can be written
as

i
i
h
h
q2 exp TT21
q1 exp TT12
UE
i þ Q2 N2 T12
i:
h
h
¼ Q1 N1 T21
kB
q1 þ q2 exp TT21
q2 þ q1 exp TT12

U E ¼ Q1 N1 Q21 ðU21  U11 Þ þ Q2 N2 Q12 ðU12  U22 Þ:

(B.14)
(B.5)

Here we implicitly assumed that the lattice coordination number of the pure compound is not affected by the mixture. Subsequently we deﬁne the local surface fractions. In line with Wilson's
concept it means that we unpair from the random conﬁguration
one side of molecule j from one side of molecule i, this involves
energy Ura, and pair the two in the local conﬁguration where
molecule i is the central molecule. This local conﬁguration requires
energy Uji. Applying the same steps as in the Wilson model the ratio
of the local and random surface fractions can be written as

The Helmholtz energy is obtained from the integral
1

AE
¼
kB T

ZT

UE 1
d :
kB T

0

(B.15)

Substitution of Eq. B into Eq. (B.15) gives



AE
T
¼Q1 N1 ln q1 þ q2 exp  21
kB T
T



T
Q2 N2 ln q2 þ q1 exp  12
T

(B.16)



Uji  Uii
Qji qj
:
¼ exp 
kB T
Qii qi

(B.6)

This equation differs from the original UNIQUAC equation,
where the factor z=2 was used in the exponent. The quantity z can
not be present in the exponent, because we place one side of a
lattice cell from a molecule in random conﬁguration in contact with
one side of a lattice cell of the central molecule in the local
conﬁguration. The other cell sides of the molecule, which are also
taken from the random conﬁguration, can be placed to any other
cell side, and do not take part in this calculation step! For convenience we deﬁne the interaction energy difference of unequal pairs
and equal pairs on a temperature scale by

Tjk

Ujk  Ukk
¼
:
kB

(B.7)

(B.8)

where we deﬁned



tlj ¼ exp 

Ulj  Ujj
:
kB T

(B.18)

Using

lngk ¼

vkA T
B

vNk

;

(B.19)

0

3

1

M
M
6


X
X
qj tkj
6
¼ Qk 61  ln@
ln gres;UQ
qj tjk A 
k
M
4
P
j¼1
j¼1

7
7
7:
5

(B.20)

i¼1

(B.9)

(B.10)

and

from which follows that

(B.17)

l¼1

qi tij

The sum of the local surface fractions around a central molecule
are unity, as imposed by the full occupancy boundary condition

Q12 þ Q22 ¼ 1;

j¼1

2



Q21 þ Q11 ¼ 1;

"
#
M
M
X
X
AE
¼
Qj Nj ln
ql tlj ;
kB T

yields the correct residual term for the UNIQUAC equation



Q12 q1
T
¼ exp  12 :
T
Q22 q2

Generalization of this binary case to a multicomponent system
results in

E

This gives the following two relations

Q21 q2
T
¼ exp  21 ;
T
Q11 q1

:

(B.11)

The crucial point in the original UNIQUAC derivation is the
incorrect use of the lattice coordination number to deﬁne the ratio
of the local and random surface fractions. Both Kontogeorgis and
Folas [38] and Klamt et al. [12] mentioned that the UNIQUAC
equation was inconsistent and that the exponent required z ¼ 2.
This value is unphysical, because in a 3-dimensional system the
lowest value is z ¼ 4 (i.e. a lattice made of tetrahedrons). In a reply
on the comment made by McDermott and Ashton [39] also Maurer
and Prausnitz [40] elaborated on the UNIQUAC inconsistency. Their
solution was to add a constant of proportionality c into the denominator of the argument of the exponential in Eq. (B.18). The
value for c is mixture dependent, and has an average value c ¼ 0:27.
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This implies that the factor z=2 in the Boltzmann factor of the
original UNIQUAC model was reduced from 5 to 1.4. The deviation
from unity could be caused by the choice of z ¼ 10 as well as the use
of a ﬁxed reference area Aref in the UNIQUAC model. But, as we have
shown here, the origin for the aforementioned inconsistency and
the need to use of a proportionality factor to obtain better results
lies in the incorrect deﬁnition of the ratio of the local and random
surface fractions. The correct derivation leads to Eq. (B.6). This also
eliminates the use of a single value of z ¼ 10.
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